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FOLLOWING IS THE TEXT OF A SPEECH AT DOUGLAS,
ISLE OF MAN, AT 3 P.M. TODAY, THURSDAY, 26th

AUGUST, BY MR. HERBERT MORRISON, THE HOME

SECRETARY;

"It would be misleading to assess the- scale of effort of Allied Forces in recent

operations in the Mediterranean, or the effect of those operations on the war against
Germany as a whole, merely by the number of Divisions engaged on either side or by the

casualties they have suffered*

"On our part, the effort should be reckoned not only by the numbers of front line

troops actually engaged but also in terms of the men (and women), vehicles and ships,
required to transport our Army, our Air Force and their equipment to the field of battle

and to supply and maintain them there, not forgetting the part played by the Navy and

R.A.F. in safeguarding the long sea routes from our bases.

"The Germans on their part have in his campaign been faced with a similar task of

maintaining their land and air forces over a long and vulnerable line of communication

including trans-shipment by sea..

,! The effort required by both sides in these "tri-phibious" campaigns, and the

consequent drain on war resources, is out of all proportion to the numbers of Divisions

actively engaged. But for our continuous pressure on tie Axis southern flank, the bulk

of the German resources which we have been pinning down in the Mediterranean would have

been employed by them on their eastern flank where their army is engaged in mortal

combat with,the Russians,

"It is the German Army that we are out to break, and must break, before the Nazi

tyranny will collapse. Russia, that great land power with its enormous population, and

magnificent army has, up to now, played the outstanding part in this task* The aim of

the Allies - their over-riding consideration which governs every decision and every
action - is to cause the maximum diversion of German strength and the maximum attrition

to the German war machine* •

"In addition to our contribution in the Mediterranean theatre of war, there is the

tremendous hammering which the Royal Air Force and 8th American. Air Force are adminis-

tering to German war production and communications* Air bombardment, like amphibious

operations,but to an even greater extent, represents a far greater share of the war

potential of the country which delivers it and results: in a very much greater strain

upon the war economy of the country which suffers it, than might appear from the

comparatively small numbers of men engaged in the actual air operations.

"The great and growing effect of these air attacks and of the operations on land

is being assessed with the most detailed and concentrated care by the Allied Military

Authorities, We have seen the conquest of Sicily load to the collapse of Fascism

before long we may see it lead to the collapse of Italy as a fighting partner of Germany*

From that there may follow other consequences still wider and still more embarrassing

to the German High Command.

"You would not of course expect me to give any indication of where or when the next

blow will fall, as fall it will. There are many parts of the coast line of Europe where

our command of the sea. and air ’ gives us the power to land* The putting ashore and build-

ing up of a modem Army is a tremendous and comparatively slow undertaking. The defender,
with control of the roads and railways can, if he has the forces available, concentrate

them quicker than the attacker can pass his vehicles and equipment across open beaches

or through demolished ports. You have only to look at a. map of Europe to see hew con-

veniently the- railways run to deal with landings whore the German fear them most, and

it is no accident that they run in these particular directions.

"But the pressure of the Russian Army on the Eastern flank, the pressure of the

Anglo-American thrust from the South and the weight of the Anglo-American air adtack on

the German war machine, a.ll of which are carefully co-ordinated in one grand strategic
concept will, before very long we hope, load, to conditions which will pave the way for

the overthrow of the groat German wehrmacht. You may rest assured, and the Germans may

rest assured too, that there is but one single pattern in the whole of the allied strategy
and that it is our intention that every man,woman and machine shall exert their whole ■
force in the onslaught on the German citadel of Europe*

"It is the object of our. strategy in the West that we shall play our part In bring-

ing the war to an end at the earliest possible moment and then, in consultation and

collaboration with our Allies,help in the pacification and t|eo restoration of Europe*

We shall take every risk that can legitimately bo taken to bring
#

nearer the day of

European liberation and the day when the splendid armies of Russia, can complete their

own long task* Re shall shrink from no sacrifice that will shorten the war - 'provided
we are satisfied that it really will shorten the war and not lengthen it. It is the

Government's belief that when the whole of the pattern is unfolded^before our eyes and,

wo can look back upon it as a completed thing pro shall find that time has been well

*sed, rosouroes well applied *and victory won without the waste of either,"
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